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FOREWORD 
Spucclab 2 is the second in u ))\uies or 1ll0lillluJ' orbiting Inboratoril!s to be ulldcrtukcn in the 
\980's, SplIce\nb Is provided by the ElIl'op~nn Space A~ellcy (ESA) and flown into space by the 
Space Trnnsportution Systom developed by the Nl1tioJU~l Aeronautics and Splice Administration 
(NASA), The gencml Splicelab modules consist or unpj'csslu'izcd experiment pullets tlnd Pl'cssllJ'it~(~d 
modules which cun be tln'angctl in several combinations within the payload buy or the Spuce ShuH!e 
o I'bite I', Splicelab 2 is n 11alMs-only mission in which most of the experiments nrc opcl'ntcd from the 
Orbitcl' tift flight deck. The Sptl~elnb :2 configllmtion is shown ill Figlll'e I, 
Overall 1l1!11lllgement or the ftrst three Spucdnb missions is ullde!' the d.ircctioll of the Orrice or 
Space Sciences ami ApplieutiOlls !It NASA Heodquarters. The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSF(,) 
has been assigned as the PI\,~'~ct n\auugel11ent centel' fol' thes!.' Spncelub missions. Dr. Edwnnl Weiler 
of NASA Headquarters has li<:cn designated the Pl'ogl'lll1l Scicntist foJ' Si)acelnb 2, illld Dr. Eugene W. 
Urban at' M~rC is the Spacclnb 2 Mi~;sion Scientist. 
S!'a~~lab 2 hlCU1'l'ent1~1 scheduled to be launched from the Kennedy Space Centcr (KSC) in 
Novcmbel' 1984 with u mission dtll'utioll pJulllled 1'01' 7 days. An orbital ultitudeol' nppt'oximately 
390 kill will be achieved with an inclination or 49.5 dr.!gl'ees, The Shuttle w1l1 hwd at the Kennedy 
Space ConteI' following the mission. 
As wUh the i1rst Spacclab mission, n011CaI'OOI' astronauts will be used on-orbit to conduct the 
scicntj('jc jnvestigiltiol1s. Th\)p.o astronauts, called Paylond Specilliists, nrc sciontist~ selected and truined 
by the investigntors developing the experimonts to bo nown 011 thts mission. POUt Payload Specialists 
have been chosen 1'01' the Spucelab 2 mission; two will fly nbonrd the spaoecraft j <lnci two will IH'ovido 
ground-based support'. They tire Dr, Loren Acton of' the G()ddard Space Flight Center. 1)1'. John-Duvid 
Bortoe of the Naval RescUI'ch LnlH)I'utory, 1)1', Diunnc Prinz ~)f the Naval Rescul'ch Lub~ 1'),. and 
Dr. Gcorge Simon of the Ail' Force Geophysics Labbnttury, III ndditioll to two PayloaD ... peciallsts, 
the on-borlnl crew \vill consist of 1\ pilot, co-pilot, unci two mission spccinUsts, the latter ohm'ged with 
ol~eration of Spaceillb und Orbitcr subsystems. 
As with the first Spucelub mission, the primary objective of this mission is to verify the per-
f'ol'lnanc~ or Spacelnb systems and subsyslems. to (,\;!tenuinc the interface capability of the Spacelab 
and Orbiter, and to mcasure the CnVil'Olll11l;!nt induced by the spacccrnl'L The sccondury objc{!tivc of 
the mission is to obtain scientific llml technology data tUld thus to d~monstrate the capability of 
Spncelab to support multidisciplinury investigations. 
Twelve investigations have becn sclt~cted to participate in the Spacelnb 2 mission. Of these, 
tell ol'lginutc from the United Stutes and two from lhe United Kingdom, The experiments represent 
a total 0(' seven different disciplines, including life sciences, plasma physics; astl'onomy; high-energy 
astrophysics, solor physics, atmosphcl'ic physics; and technology rcscul'ch. Table 1 lists the experiments 
by experiment Iluml)el', title, discip.\itH" pl'incipul investigator, untl sponsoring institution. A list of 
co-investigators, muny of' whom were also instrumental in the writing of the experiment descriptions, 
is provided in the Appendix, 
Eight of the twelve experiments nrc located on three pallets in the payload buy. In additioll, 
a spcciul structure hus been designed to support the cosmic-ray experiment:. The physicul locution of' 
these experiments is shown in r-:igure:l. The two life sci~~nces experiments will be cal'ri(!ld in the 
Orbiter mid·deck shown in Figure 3, and one expedment involves only observutions from the ground. 
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EXPERIMENT NO.1 
• FREEZER SELF~CONTAINED 
• BLOOD COLLECTION KITS 
LOCKER MF29N TOP TRAY 
• CENTRI FUGE 
LOCKER MF29P 
ON-ORBIT POWER, 28 VDe 
EXPERIMENT NO.2 
TWO LOCKERS (MF 66C AND MF56E) 
TWO ELECTRICAL CABLES 128 VDQ) 
TO OH PANEL M029L 
~...,;:~~--- PANEL M029L 
28VOC 
Figure 3. Orbiter mid-deck of Spacelab 2 showing storage of life sciences 
experiments (courtesy of Johnson Space Center). 
Many of the investigations capitalize on the new capabilities of Shuttle and Spacelub. For 
example, the Orbiter's weight-carrying capacity allows the use of a massive instrument such as the 
cosmic-ray experiment (1968 Iq), pIllS several other large instruments. The Plasma Diagnostics Pack-
ag~ will demonstrate th use of the Remote Manipulator System, the capability of Orbiter to launch 
subsatellites, and the ability of the Orbiter to maneuver about the subsatellite in space. The solar-
oriented experiments will utilize an Instrument Pointing System (IPS) developed by ESA. The IPS 
will accommodate the four experiments, which weigh u total of 717 kg, and will point them with an 
accuracy of 2 arc sec and with a quiescent stability of 1.2 arc sec, The current configuration of 
experiments on the IPS is shown in FigUl'e 4. 
The life sciences C'xperiments will examine the effects of zero-gravity on the metabolism of 
both plants and animals. The formation of lignin in plant seedlings in u controlled oxygen environ-
ment will be studied, and the derangements of mineral metabolism in humans during prolonged space-
flight will be monitored. Plasma physics experiments will investigate the Orbiter's local electromag-
netic environment and the interaction of the Orbiter with the magnetosphere from a deployed sub-
satellite. The Orbiter thrusters will also be used to create regions of electron depletion in the 
ionosphere which can be monitored from ground-based observatories. 
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An inrnll'cd nstl'Ollomy cxpcl'imcnl will map spatially extended SOUl'CCS of inrnll'cd mdintioll 
ovel' much or thc sky. The l'csultS will cOllll,lemcllt studies or compact ini'rnl'cll !lOllI'COS being mm.1c 
at about the snllle tinw by the Inl'm Red Astl'Ollomical Satellite (lRAS). A high-ellergy expcl'imcnt 
will determine the churge compositioll nml ellel'gy SpecLl'a of cosmic-my JlI.lclei tit cnergies previonsly 
uJ\observable from the ground. In uddititHl, an X~ray Lelesl:ol1c will be lIsed to study X-ray emission 
from c1ustcrs or galnxic:s in till nt(cll1l't to l'csolvc emissioll Illcchnnisms, 
Thc solul' physics cxpcl'illwnts will im:lmlc u study or smull-sca!e solar mllgnetic nllli velocity 
field strllctures with high tcmpm'tll nml spntiill resolution nml tI high-i1cclIl'tIcy determination of the 
ubsolute Ulrtilldanccs or hl~HlIJll in thc soiaI' cot'Oml, In utiditiOll, nil examination will be lIHdertuken 
with high spectral ~\l\d spatiul 1'I!solutioll or intensity tluctuntions. Doppler shil'ls, and line lll'ol'ile 
c\Hlngcs which ill'~ ~l'\lcial to the tllHlel'standitlg or the mechanisms thnt m'c l'csponsibJ~ for the heating 
or the chromosphere, tl'nllsititHl ZtH1C1 unl! corona. An ntll10spileric scicnce cX11el'imcnt is uimeo at 
cstahlishing the total solnr ultraviolct rIlIX with high accUJ'ncy tlml its changcs (lvel' a sainI' activity 
cycle. 
The tl~clll1010gy cXl1el'illlcnt will evaluate the usc or Spui:clnb tiS iI knvwg test facility. In uddi· 
lion, the thel'llltli ami t'Iukl propel'tic's or supel'f'Il1id helium in zet'o-smvity will be exnmillcd as J'eq uisJh': 
rOt' future spacc CxpiH'imcnts \lsmg S\\pcl'rtuid helium as a cryogen. 
Although Spnce)ah 2 I'epl'cscn ts n 1l111itiliisciplillUl'y mission with experiments selectl!d indepen-
tllmt!y, a .Illllnbel' of joint illvclltigatiolls HI'C planned during the missioll. Indeed, 8 or the 12 experi-
mcnts On the S1.2 millsioll m'c participating in dirf'cl'cnt collabol'lltive efforts. Complelllcntill'Y sdencc 
goals have becn developed betwcen the PhlSllHI Sdellce experiments, between the X-ray Telescope and 
IR Tclescope, lind ulllong the foUl' IPS-Mounted SoiaI' experiments. 
The night or SplIce!nb 2 represents n pimleering eITOt't, and tho results Obtained from the 
mission will hellel'it a wide mnge of' sckntific illquil'~l. II wHl yield impol'tant insight into many at' 
the physical processes occurring on Hurth and .in space and in this wny establish (lI1other step in the 
husk undel'stunding or the universe. 
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I. VITAMIN D METABQr.ITES AND BONe DEMINERALIZATION 
(2SL-Ol) 
Heinrich K. Schnoes 
Univel'slty of Wisconsin 
Medicnl und physiological examination of crew m("mhers of the Gemini, Apollo, and Skylab 
missions has demonstrated a pattern of bone mineral loss, inl!reased urinary calcium, and significant 
losses of phosphorus and nitrogen. The general medical picture rather closely resembles the symptoms 
exhibited by long·term, bed·rested or otherwise immobilized arId ~hysically inactive subjects on Barth. 
Although the effect of relatively short·tr.rm exposure to a gruvity·free environment on mineral balance 
does not seem as pronounced am.. -.gnificant as originally feared, bone mineral depletion and phos-
phorus and nitrogen losses are clearly real phenomena, and the severity of symptoms appears directly 
correlated with duration of exposure to the zero·g environment. This lack of eventual adaptation of 
the organism to the gravity-free milieu points to mineral loss as a potentially serious medical conse-
quence of prolonged space habitation, and this Concern, as well as the common occurrence of the 
same problem under \)ertain terrestrial conditions, suggests that the detailed investigation of bio· 
chemical agents potential1y involved in the control 01' modulation of the process will represent a 
scientifically rewarding endeavor yielding results of considerable practical significance. 
This experiment, as a contribution toward an understanding of the molecular basis of bone 
demineralization flnd mineral imbalance and increaSing fecal calcium under conditions of prolonged 
space flight, '.vl'if il)it,"\Surc quantitatively the blood levels of biologically active vitamin D metabolites 
of flight I:rel~' m~rf.lllers of t!le Spacelab 2 mission. This work is intended to establish whether these 
derungementll (,I' mineral (specifically calcium) metabolism reflect themselves in any way in a modula-
tion of vitamin D metabolism to its various metabolites. During the past decade, research into tho 
biochemistry of vitamin D has established that these vitamin metabolites are key agents in the main-
tenance of calcium and phosphate homeostasis. Since the biosynthesis of D-metabolites is subject to 
regulations by several physiological parameters, the monitoring of these metabolites under normal and 
zero-g conditions can be expected to yield important insights into the molecular aspects of the 
homeostatic mechanism in a gravity-free milieu. These metabolite levels are to be determined by 
established methods such as competitive protein binding, high-pressure liquid chromatography, and 
gas-liquid chromatography, as well as by new, very general and highly sensitive techniques to be 
further developed as part of the program. Since bone mineral loss is a phenomenon 110t unique to 
the space environment, but is observed also under certain terrestrial conditions, the results would also 
b~ relevant to musculoskeletal research in general, and any treatment methods could find bfllad 
application in normal medical practice. Furthermore, the successful development of rapid aud con-
verlient analytical methods for metabolite assay would be of very great benefit to clinical research 
toward an understanding and control of a variety of calcium metabolism disorders, such as osteoporo-
sis, osteodystrophy, vitamin D resistant rickets, hyper- and hypoparathyroidism, and others. 
The experiment is composed of two phases: a developmental phase and a final phase. As 
part of the developmental phase, existing analysis methods for the vitamin D metaboHtes will be 
refined and new methods developed. Experimental protocols will be tested using samples from anhnal 
and human experiments. Plasma from animal.:;, e.g., rats, chickens, and monkeys, maintained on diets 
differing in vitamin D supplementation and with motion restricted (simulated weightlessness), collected 
at different intervals dUring the day will be a:;sayed. Human specimens derived from normal, diseased 
subjects (particularly those with liver, kidney .. or bone related problems), and bed-rested patients will 
complement the animal work. These studies should give a diversity of samples which allow: (1) 
definition of the most effective .lOd appropriate methods for analysis of the vitamin D metabolites in 
plasma samples of the flight crew, (2) definition of the optimum experimental protocol, and (3) 
acquisition of an extensive set of baseline datu. 
The final phase will consist of thr, quantitative analysis of the vitamin D metabolites in plasma 
samples of the Spncelnb 2 crew collected prior to, during, and postflight. During flight operations, a 
specimen collection of 25 1111 of anticoagulatea blood from each of the five ~reW persons will be made 
once eady and once lute in the mission. The plasma will be separated from the blood cells by centri-
fugation and stored in u freezer (-20°C) for the remainder of the flight. Upon return to Earth, the 
frozen plasma will be analyzed. 
The flight experiment hardware (Fig. 1-1) will consist of two blood collection kits, a centrifuge 
to prepare the plasma, and a -20°C freezer for sample storage. All of the equipment wiU be located 
in the. Orbiter mid-deck. The physical characteristics of the flight expel'iment are shown in Table I-I. 
TABLE 1·1. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 
Blood Collection Kits (2): 44 X 25 X 8 em (Mid-Deck) 
Centrifuge: 39 em Dia X 19 em (Mid-Deck) 
Freezer: 51 cm Dia X 24 em (Mid-Deck) 
Total Mass: 32 kg 
Average f'o,\ver: 200 W at 260 V, 3 ¢, 400 Hz 
Total Energy: 0,3 kWh 
Data: Returned Samples 
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11. THE INTERACTION OF OXYGEN AND GRAVITY - INFLUENCED LIGNIFICATION
(2SL-02) 1
Joe R. Cowles
University of Houston
This experiment is part of a general program of research oil 	 regulation of lignification in
higher plants and is designed to provide data oil 	 mechanism of gravity reception in plants and
the gravity-influenced lignin synthesis.
Lignin is a cross-linking polymer found in the walls of plant cells and is needed to provide
strength and rigidity for plants in the terrestrial environment. 	 While lignin is a valuable structural
polymer, it has some undesirable qualities.	 Because lignin is difficult to degrade, its presence in food
plants reduces overall digestibility.	 Lignin also interferes with the direct usability of industrially
important cellulose from plants.
A significant portion of the metabolic carbon derived from photosynthesis is channeled into
lignin synthesis.	 It is the second most abundant carbon compound in nature, comprising up to 30
percent of some plant tissues.	 Since metabolic energy is required for lignin synthesis, the synthesis of
large amounts of lignin call 	 photosynthate from synthesis of more digestible materials, such its
proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates,	 Therefore, white a certain amount of lignin is necessary in plants,
the ability to control the process and to affect its synthesis would be of considerable benefit to man,	 t
Since gravity is believed to be a primary controlling stimulus for lignification, especially in
gymnosperms, a weightless environment offers an excellent tool for testing certain hypotheses con- 	 t
cerning the mechanism of lignin formation. 	 For example, how is lignin synthesis influenced by
gravity?
	
Furthermore, weightlessnessc allows for the removal of gravity as a factor in controlling plant 1
growth and development.	 Of particular interest iii this experiment is the observation that the quantity 	 t
of lignin in plant tissues is significantly altered by oxygen. 	 The use of the weightless environment
eliminates the effect of gravity upon lignification and, thus, separates this effect from other controlling
factors such as oxygen concentrations.
The objective of this experiment is to determine the effect of weightlessness upon lignification
and to establish the overall effect of oxygen oil 	 formation independent of any gravity effects. 	 E
The experiment is all 	 and essential aspect of it broadly based study aimed at the
elucidation of the nature of the gravity receptor, the mechanism of gravity mediation of lignification,
the regulation of lignification, and the alternative influence oil 	 aromatic pathways in higher
plants.
i
The experiment involves the exposure of developing plant seedlings to two different oxygen 	 I 1
concentrations !it 	 nominal weightless conditions of orbital flight. 	 Young pine seedlings will be
planted in metabolic chambers just prior to launch. 	 The chambers will be scaled and the atmospheric
composition brought to desired levels by hushing the chambers with known gas mixtures. 	 One oxygen
	 J
concentration will be 21 percent (control) and the other 10 percent or less. 	 Cach oxygen concentra-
tion will be duplicated.	 The plant growth unit (PGU) is fitted with lamps programmed for day/night
cycles,	 At the latest possible time before launch, the l'GU will be carried oil 	 and installed In a
mid-deck locker of the Shuttle Orbiter. 	 The PGU is self-contained and the experiment will fly
passively.	 The experiment also will be duplicated on the ground at i g (control).
a
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Within 1 hr after landing, the PGU will be removed as a carry-off item. The atmosphere of 
the chambers will be sampled and analyzed for metabolic gases. The seedlings will be photographed, 
measured, and processed for analysis. The tissue sections will be analyzed with respect to the rate of 
lignin development, quantities of lignin produced, and activities of selected enzymes in the lignin 
biosynthetic pathway. The results between flight and ground-control tissues will be compared and 
reported. 
The physical characteristics of the flight package are shown in Table II-i. 
I~C (..\MP ASSY 
PLANT GROl'Illl CHAMBER 
COVER' 6 P(..\CES 
RECORDER MAlfUNCTION 
MASTER POWER 
SViITCH I INDICATOR 
LIGHT 
Figure 11-1. Experiment 2 (2SL-02) carry-on lignification eXperiment. 
TABLE 11-1. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimension: SIX 36 X 27 cm (Mid-Deck) 
Total Mass: 24 kg 
Average Power: 52 W at 28 Vdc 
Total Ettergy: 9 kWh 
Data: Returned Samples 
III. AN EJECTABLE PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE 
(2SL·03) 
Stl\nlc~' I), Shawhun 
'1'ho Univcl'sity or Iowa 
The motion or lh~ larso, pnl'tiully ctmduclins, p:I1'lloll)1 ins\llntell Ol'bite}' through the magne-
tized lOl1osphe1'ic plasma ortl.m, tho busis fot' tI1\ "uctivcll plnsllla cxpol'imcnt when f.lollplctl with II 
co-m'biting sct 0\' pltlsll\u diagnostics instrulllcntati()li. UQCUllSC or lis size) the Orbiter' can develop 
&ignil'ictlnt potentials on its surface Ih11ll the motiollul cl(lI.:trlc fields. l~m' the conducting parts of the 
Ol'biter, thesc clccll'ic fields will elltlSe CUt'1'e11! systems In the plnsma which mllY prolillcclI vnl'iety or 
plasma instabilities leuding to electrostatic WllVt.'S lind lIcc~lel't1tc(\ thel'mul IHu'tlc1es. Charges wHl build 
up QI\ the insulating sUI'fl.lces, which offers the opportunity to study spacecraft chul'ging cl'fccts. AlfiO, 
the Orbitcr is !HUIlY ion SYl'ol'udll In size so that it will produce u signil'ictlllt iOll l'om (ucl'OlI~lnnmic) 
wnke which Illny also result In the pI'oductioll or wnvcs Hill! ill the nltcl'lItion of th~~ totnt electron 
density l\1\d tcmpcl'atme. 
:Mnny of these. plasma inlel'uction phenomena cannot be studied I'rom .instl'\lI11onts Oil the 
Ol'hitCl' ltsclt' becuuse. or electr()ll\ngnelic intcl'l'cl'cncc levels nnll bcc:nlsc the phenomenn muy exist only 
awny fl'om th~ Orbiter, such tiS Itl the wake region. 11owo.ve\', such phct\omclHI co\lld be hw(.·stiglltcd 
using all ejectnblc s\lbsnteHit(~ rlllly instrulllcnted to detect thel'llHI} tlml ('nel'getic purticles, ckcttOSititic 
illld CIC\.'tl'oIlHlgnetic WlIves, ami clcclde tlnd 1ll1lr,llctic I1clds associated with these lntcl'lIcliotls. FlIl'thcr~ 
morc, thc unlquc Cal)nbility or th~ Ol'bit,'''' to llDI1C\lVel' about lhe SUbSlltcllitc would provide tho 
Ileccssul')' sp,ltinl sampling ot' the nctive Orbiter's induccd wnvc ptll'ticlc imvit'olllllclll, 
The Plus\llll Diagnostics Packuge (PDP) is s\lch n rully 1l\stt'umctlled, e.lectnble Subsl\lcllite. 
Dl11'ing the Spncelnb ~ mission it will operllte within tho ptl~lloall haYt on th(~ Remote MlIllipulntol' 
System (lU\'\S), oml .liS n free nycl.. Its objectives nrc: (I) to study Ol'bitcl'-mngncloplnsl11l1 Internc-
tions h~ lCI'ms or densit)' wukes, de elcut1'i1! fields, energiz.ed plasnHl1 rind u vul'ict~1 of' possible WlIVe--
partide instahilities; (2.) to provide iD.. . .ili.llI1l('llstIl'cmcnts or the ionospheric plusl\ln "holes" indullcd by 
the Orbitel' engine hul'lls in I)upplwl: 01' the SI'Olll\d I'lH.llu' observations of Spnllclab '2 Hxpcritncnt 4 
(2SL·04)j (3) It) menstll'c fields, waves, and plnsmu mollificntions induced by the Ol'bitcl'/Spacelab 
operating systems in the Spncelnb buy nml out to distances of 10 kill: (4) to observe I\Ut\ll'UI Wl\ves, 
fields, tlml p~nsmns in th~ unpcl't\ll'bcd Inngnetosphel'c; (5) to ussess the Space\nb system fot' pel'rOl'm~ 
nlice of IIctivc tlm\ passive IlUISI1C(osphcl'!C experiments; tmd (6) to develop the methods and h:mlwnrc 
to OPC1'l1t(\ instTunwnts at the end or the remote mllnipllintol' arm and to eject smull scientific 
Sll bsnte iii teSt 
lnstnl\llents mounted within the PDP to nehlcve tllese objectives include: (.\) n quudrisphericnl 
low energy proton nml elcctron t1iffcl'clltiul analyzel: 1'01' IIlClIStll'Cmcnt of tlonthcrl11ul clectl'on and pm-
ton distribution fUllctions from 2 eV IfJ 2S KeV with sulTic!cnt l'eSohltion thut isolated featurcs cnll 
be studied in detail; (:!) t\ plnsnHl WttVc nl1ulyzer/c1ectric dip(')lc nnd mngnetic sCUI'ch coil sensors to 
mCU$UI'C the C()1tlPOIlCl\ts or elcct:l'ol1mgnetic tlnd clectl'ostntic waves from 5 Hz to 2 GHz; (3) It de 
electric field metel' for scnsing components of the de el-cctl'ic field over the l'unge fro1\1 2 to 2000 
mV/m: (4) (\ tdm\!n\ nux-gutc. magnetl1metcr ttl m~nstl1'c the dc mugllcl:iC. field distribution ill the 
vicinit~r ot' the Ol'bHcI'; (5) i1 Lungmuir pl'Obc to Jl\cnsmc electron density in the l'egion 103 to 10' 
C\1l~3 and eledI'OIl tcmpi!rt\~lII'c from SOO K to 5000 K; (6) n l'ctnrding potcntllli UnUI)'7,Cl' l\nd ditTer" 
cntinl flux (l\1(\lyzcl' to determine the l~ncrg~' uistl'ibution tlnd streaming velocity direction 1'01' plusma 
6 
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ions and energies <16 eV. number lltmsitics of 2 >~ IOta 10'1 cm";l, tempcruttll'cs of 500 to 106 K. 
anu velocities up to IS klll/s within ±50 dcgl'ces of the instrument spin plane: (7) un ion muss spectro-
meter 1'01' 1 to 64 AM U at dcnsitics of 20 to '2 X 106 Clll"3; Hlld (8) (\ cold catholic vacuum gauge for 
10-3 to 10-'1 torr. 
111 addition the PDP, the cxperImcnt consists of II Specinl PlI1'pose End Effector (SPEE), n 
Release Mechunism (RUM), II Receivcr and Data Processing (ROP) Ils5embly, nnd un RF Antenna 
(RFA) t\sscmbl~'. A schemntic of the cxperiment \u\I'(lwul'e is shown in Figmo Ill·!. Thc SPEE pro" 
vides the mechllnicul nnd elcctl'lenl interface between the PDP und the RMS. Once nttnched to the 
RMS, vin a gl'llpple fixture compatible with the RMS stnnd:m\ end effector, the SPEE provides control 
of u few PDP fUllctions und serves to spin \tD thc })01> to npPl'oximntely 6 rpm before releasing it 
from the arm. The REM is hn1'(\lllo11nted to the pullet and scrves to support mcchnnicnlly tho PDP 
llnd SPUH nssembly 1'01' Inullch and the SPEll 1'01' landing. The RDP which controls and monitors the 
PDP prior to RMS opl'l't\tions is mounted sepnrntcly on n cold plnte. The ROP (llso contains a micro~ 
processOl', the RF receivel' foJ' dcmodulntlng the PDP telemetry, [\Ill! nssorted electronics. The Rl"A 
consists or n tixcd mnst nnd n i1nt"platc, <hml-polal'izcd nntclllld to receive the 400 MHz telemetry 
dntn from the PDP. The physical clmn\cteristics of the eXperiment nrc listed in Tuble Ill-I. 
RMS GRAPPLE FIXTUR\ 
,"-_...J _______ ~. ___ ..l=========::::::::""" __ 
REM~l;:t:========:::i::;rC.LJ1 COLD rmRDP PLATE Cl Cl ~ 88 
---
Figure 111·1. Plasmn ))iugnosticsPuckuge and nssocintcd equipment. 
TABLE 1I1-1. l)HYSIC'AL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 
Plasma Diagnostics Package: t 12 em Diu X 85 cm 
Special Purpose End Effector: 93 X 93 X 40 em 
Release Mechanism: 120 X 120 X 16 cm 
RF Antenna Assembly: 40 X 4n X 85 cm 
Receiver and Dutu Processing Box: 33 X SO X 20 cm 
Totnl Muss: 383 kg 
AV{,l':lge Power: 34 W nt 28 Vdc 
Total Energy: 4,53 kWh 
Data: Digital: 320 kbps; Video: 4,2 MHz 
7 
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Opcrntiolls of the PDP will commence with the instrumcnt mounted ill the puyload btly to 
monitol' the changes in tllcctl'ic unci Illllgnetic neld strengths from dc to 2 Gllz us diffcr(;IH Orbiter 
subsystems oml othel' experiments urc nctivatcd. The PDP ~s then uttuche(\ to the RMS via the SPEE, 
ns shown in Figme 1lI-2, nllt! positioned along tI seqtlcnce of predetermined paints within the Orbitcl' 
buy to locate SO\II'COS of EMI, unci tit points ulong the wings !lnd cockpit to exnmille ptasmn sheath 
phcnomcnn. At times the PDP will be brought to within 2 111 of Orbiter surfaces nnd assemblies. 
While nttnchcd to the RMS, the PDP will nlso search for Orbiter-induced shol~ks and wakes within the 
immcdiute vicinity of the Orbiter. 
/ 
/ 
l'i'igll1'e IIJ-2. Orbiter hardware PDP maneuvers. 
MeaSlll'C111cnts of wake effects induced by the Orbitel' will be made at low latitudes, particu-
larly in the equatorial regions when the velocity vector is ncurly along the magnetic field lines. The 
Orbiter will be mtlneuvcred as shown in Pigme Ill-:! to obtain PDP transits through its aerodynamic 
wake nt distances varying from 50 111 to 10 kill. 
In n coordinated effort with Experiment 2SL-04, Plasma Depletion Expedments for Ionospheric 
and Rudio Astronomical Studies, the PDP subsatcllite will make in situ mcasurements of the plasma 
depletion phenomena resulting from the burns of the Orbital muneuvering system over selected targets. 
The PDP will then be released from the RMS at a separution velocity slightly less than 4 
111/mil1. As it moves to a distance of approximately 100 1l1, the PDP will monitor EMI hwels (IS n 
fUl1ction of distance 1'1'0111 the Orbiter. At the 100-m range, the Orbiter will be rotated sequentially 
about two axes to obtain a crude map of the angular distribution of EMI fields. 
8 
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In .Iuultlon to the tlld ot Ibltl'r IIldllU~d dte '1'0., th ' PI P will al 0 obt.lin III J\lIr III 'n t ot 
natm.1I lila n ' to,ph l'ri' and lono,phl'rI phclwnHn .. lIch a aur rae, H'r ' low tr qll IH.: ( 1f ) wav' , 
1ll.1 'Ill'tll 'lIh,tOfIll', Jilli )'. 1\.' 'lOll plu'llla bllbhk , a, wl'lI J th ' P r.,l.,tent 'tied )1 the rhlt I wat I 
r fl'a l'~ Jnd tlulI,ter tlnn 'I . 
'I hl' PI P \\111 .. 1,0 h' lhl'U \\Ith rl'dlll'ed ohjedlVl' a a pJrt ot the S. I pa I ad ab )anl 
• 'I S ~, an l'arhcl Shuttle 11m IOn tlo\\/1 III 19 2. 'I he con tlgllratlon t the PI P 1 >r t'lat m" .. l(>Il i., 
,hown III h'lIrl' III J 
configura tion of PIa rna vibration te ting. 
IV. PLASMA DEPLETION EXPERIMENTS FOR IONOSPHERIC AND 
RADIO ASTRONOMICAL STUDIES 
(2SL-04) 
Michael Mendillo 
Boston University 
and 
Paul Bernhardt 
Los Alamos National Luboratory 
The ionosphere is a region of the Earth's upper atmosphere where solar radiation transforms 
atoms and molecules into electrically conducting ions and electrons. Variations in the ionosphere 
occur on a day-to-day basis as well us during large solar flares and geomagnetic storms. During the 
past 20 years, it has become apparent that artificially induced perturbations of the ionosphere are also 
possible. F.ollowing the Skylah launch by a Saturn V rocket in May 1973~ routine ionospheric mea-
surements using satellite beacon techniques revealed that a large-scule ionospheric "hole" appeared 
along the east const of the United States. The disturbance reduced the total electron content of the 
ionosphere by over 60 percent in magnitude, extended over an area exceeding 1000 km in radius, and 
lasted 2 to 4 hr. Analyses of the event indicated that the plasma depletions resulted from excep· 
tionally enhanced chemical recombination l'utes between the ions and electrons caused by the molecu-
lar hydrogen lind water vapor contained in the Saturn V second stage exhaust plume. 
The Spacelab-2 Plasma Depletion Experiments for Ionospheric and Radio Astronomical Studies 
are designed to repeat the Skylab effect under controlled circumstances, using the Space Shuttle as 
the source of the perturbations. Specifically, the experimental goal is to study the ionospheriC deple-
tions and related effects caused by the exhaust gases from the Space Shuttle propulsion systems firing 
in the 300· to 500·km altitude range, i.e., in the inidst of the "iol1Ospheric F-Iayer." Many of the 
constituents of the Shuttle exhaust gases (Hz 0, C02, H2, etc.) react rapidly with the F-Jayer's oxygen 
ions (0+) to produce polyatomic ions which rapidly recombine with the ambient electrons (e-). Thus, 
the overall effect of chemical reactions with the exhaust vapOlS is a local reduction in ionospheric 
plasma concentrations. Calculations have shown that a release of 100 kg Dr more of exhaust gases 
j'J1to the F-Jayer will: (1) result in n marked ~nd long-lasting depression in the electron concentration, 
(2) produce observable enhancements in airgiow, (3) cause an electron temperature rise, and (4) create 
perturbed ionospheric and protonospheric regions which will affect radiowave propagation. Such 
induced effects might also be sufficient to assess the possibility of performing low-frequency radio 
astronomical studies from ground-based antennas for which the effective range is limited by the cut-
off frequency of the ionosphere. 
The concept behind the Spacelab 2 Plasma Depletion Experiments is to use the Space Shuttle 
itself as an experimental probe in a laboratory-in-space setting. Each of the experimentally dedicated 
Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem (OMS) engine burns addresses one or more specific objectives: (I) to 
study the ionospheric depletion and related effects caused by Shuttle thruster firings at midlatitudesi 
(2) to determine the nature of the physical processes governing ionospheric structure, including 
diffusion coefficients, chemical reaction rates, neutral wind velocities, electric fields, electron cooling 
rates, and limiting fluxes; (3) to produce controlled perturbations in the plasmasphere to examine the 
possible formation of artificial propagation paths for very low frequency (VLF) radio waves; (4) to 
test the artificial creation of a plasma instability responsible for ionospheric irregularities in equatorial 
regions; and (5) to use the ionospheric depletion region to conduct ground·-based, high-resolution radio 
astronomical studies. 
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mduced pia rna drift<.. and alrglow enll slon will b mea ured dUrIng thl mghttim p riment USIO 
the inc her nt catter radar t hmque wIth a ISO-ft. full t erable ant nna . In additIon. ph tomet r 
and I w-light-I el tele l.,i n nd 35-mm camera tern WIll mak ptical mea ur m fit of the dir-
glow . ' Iectron c ntent and radl amplitude . clntlilati n med urement will dis be .:ondu ted u ing 
I f r ge .,tatl nar ~atelhte . .,uh~equent daytIme e penment will be carned ut u ing ISO kg 
M thrU',ter hau.,t to .,tud electr n temperature enhancement effect . 
It 
Low·midlatltude measurements will he conducted at the National Astronomy and Ionospheric 
Center, Arecibo, Puerto Rico. The 1000·ft Incoherent scatter radar nt Arccibo Observatory will be 
used to measul'e pCl'tul'bntions in the electron density. iOIl composition, electron emd Ion temperatures, 
and plasma fluxes ufter the release of the exhaust vapors from the Shuttle engines. Daytime and 
nighttime expcl'iments wlll be conducted over the Arcclbo nntennn. Temperature fluctuations and ion 
density reductions wlll be detected by radnt' and by optical menns. Electron content measurements 
will be Illude fl'Olll satellite signals passing through the modified region. 
VLF propagation effects will be exumincd ovel' Robervu!, Quebec. The VLF propngntiol1 cir .. 
cult between Robel'vnl and Siple StuU()n, Antarcticll, w11l be lIsed to measure the effects of tlrtificinlly 
produced F-region gl'tldients on the ionospheric propagation of VLF signnls during the late nftel'lloon 
hoUl's. The ionospheric depletion will be transmitted up Illugnetic field Hnes and muy form u protono-
sphcric duct capnble of trapping VLF woves. The measurements will inVolve Siple transmissions to 
Roberval and the reception at Siple of natural whistlers generuted near Roberval. Electron content 
meOSUl'cments wHi be l,;ondllcted lIsing polnrimetcrs in conjunction with n geostationary satellite 
beacoll. Optical observations may ulso be conducted. 
The Shuttle engine burns over Robel'val and Arecibo (duy) will allow for the first simult~neous 
grouml-bnsed/slIb-satellite study of ionospheric holes. Th~ timing tlnd magnitude of the OMS burn 
over Robervnl were chosen to permit the Plasma Dingnostic Packnge (PDP, Experiment No.3), while 
fixed to the m(lllipuintol' arlll in the cnrgo bay, to pass throllgh the affected region approximately 
90 min after the burn. Remote sensing of the ionosphere over Robcrvul w.iH be made by the Mill-
stone Hill rndnr throllghout this period. Approximntely 20 hI' Inter, the PDP (now in free-flying mode 
10 km behind the Orbiter) will be able to pass through the early phase of the daytime OMS burn 
over Arecibo. The coordination of these two experimel\ts should yield as unique all "nctive space 
plasma experiment" liS yet planned fol' the Shuttle. 
The creation and study of artificially induced irregularities ill till! equatorial ionosphere will be 
undertaken using the ALTAIR and TRADEX Incoherent Scatter Observatories on Kwajalein Island in 
the Pacific. KWajalein is located near the geomagnetic equator where i0110spheric holes nre unstable 
and tend to rise because of II Rayleigh-Taylor type eravitntional instability. The Kwajalein radars, 
supported by optical transi()nospheric measltremellt.~, will be used to monitor the F·layer modification. 
The radars wilJ provide backscatter information from which electron densities, vertical drifts, and 
plasma temperatures may be determined. Optical nH~aSUrel11ents will provide information concerning 
low-latitude nelltl'lll wind velocities. electric fields, and iJiepletioll morphology. Geostationnry satellite 
radio beacon signals will be used to detect the presence of irregularities by monitoring scintillations 
in the received signals. 
Low-frequency radio astronomy observations will be carried out over the low-frequency radio 
astronomical facilities of the University of Tasmania in Hobart, Tasmanin, Australia. The University of 
Tasmania and the Reber antennas will be available for these measurements. The objective of the 
experiment will be to make low-frequency radio nstronomical observations through a depleted duct in 
tile ionosphere. These observations will attempt to measure the galactic mdio noise in the I to 5 
MHz range, where the peak of the galactic emission occurs. The experiment will also try to measure 
the focusing of rudio waves by the ionospheric hole. Success in the experiment will imply that th~ 
use of artificial ionospheric windows and large ground-based antennas should allow one to obtain high-
resolution observations in the 1 to 5 MHz range of different regions of the galaxy and to study 
several radio sources, such as the Vela und Gum Nebula, in the low-frequency domain. The Hobart 
experiment will also be mQljl1itored using ionospheric radio systems and optical diagnostic techniques. 
The OMS burn over Hobart is scheduled for the pre-dawn period in order to take advantage of the 
lowest possible background densities. 
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V. A SMALL, HELIUM-COOLED 'NFRARED TELESCOPE 
(2SL-05) 
Giovunni G. Fazio 
Smithsonian Astl'Ophysicul Obscrvatory 
This experiment is a joint program errort betwcen the Smithsonlnll Astrophysical Obsel'vutOl'Y, 
the Univcrsity of Al'lzOlUl, and thc NASA/Mal'slmll Space Flight Centol'. The NASA/Ames Rcsearch 
Center will be 4lssocluted with the eXl'cl'il1lent for induced contamination studies. 
This expel'~ml.!l1t is multidiscipllnury in nuturc, involving scicntific and technical gouls. Astro-
nomical objectives will emphasize the study or difruse emission and extended sOll1'ces In the infrared 
sky, jnclll~ling: 
n) The meUSl\I'Clllcnt und mapping or extended low surfucc-brightllcsS infrared cmission from 
the galaxy. Extended far infmred radiution from the guluxy wns discovered ill 1968 und hus subse-
quently been meusured ovcr 50 degrees of galactic longitllde to a sllri'ace brightness of 1 X 10"1 I 
W/cm'l/slel' at 100 p,. 'rhe sensitivity expected with the Spacelub 2 experiment) however, is morc 
thun 500 times more sensitivc than ctll'l'ent balluon experiments at 100 /J. lllld wUl make possible un 
extensive measurement or the quantity, distributioll, Hnd tcmperature or galactic dust. A new under-
standing 0[' galactic structure will l'~SUltl including sputlnl scales that Hrc essentially unexplored if! th~ 
infrared 1'01' ollr gulaxy but which reproduce the sputlll rell'1lution of typicul studies of ext' ... 1'Ilal 
gnlaxles. 
b) The measurement of diffuse emission from intergalactic material and/or galaxies and quasi-
stellHI' objects. If observations of the diffuse radiation 1'1'0111 clusters or galaxies are coordinHted with 
the Infl'Ul'cd Astronomical SatclJite (lRAS), so that scl~ctcd dusters arc well-observed at high and low 
sputiul J'esolu tion, new infol'mntion will be obtained on the intergHluctic medium. Such observations 
will be particularly interesting when they pertain to clusters known to cxhibit diffuse X-ray emission. 
c) The measurement of the zodiacal dUst emission. Calculations indicate that zodiacal dust 
emission is likely to produce the major contribution to the bnckground over much of the far infrared 
if the Shuttle·jntiuccd IllO column density can be held to less than I X ta l '2 mol/em'l. The 
scanning and nbsolute flux measurement capability of this experiment makes it possible to measure 
the zodincal emission and to distinguish it 1'1'0111 other sources by its spectrul Hnd spatial distribution. 
d) The meaSlIrement of a large number of discrete infrured sources which overlap with the 
results of IRAS. To distinguish between n true diffuse emission and the effect of one 01' more dis-
crete sources in the beam, it is necessary to include spatial filtering. This provides mensurements of 
the flux, spectral characteristics, positions; and sizes of discrete sources with a high sensitivity. 
Comparison of these results with those from IRAS will provide additional information on sOllrce 
spntial extent and sOllrce variabiIity. 
Technical Hnd engineering objectives are primnrily concerned with the measurement of the 
nntuml nnd spacec:'mft-induced infrared background, and the determination of suitable procedures and 
techniques for the in-space use of superfluid helium and cryogenic telescopes. In particular, these 
objectives are: 
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n) To make environmental measurements of Ih 0, CO2, and other Infrared-active molecules, 
dust particles, and the eff~cts of molecular deposition and cosmicrnys; and to determine the effects 
of the induced Shuttle environment on the performance of cooled infrared telescopes. 
b) To prove out the design of a cooled infrared telescope that can be applied to larger scale 
instruments (this includes, e.g., the design of the SUIl shield and vacuum cover for a cooled ~o1escope 
and protection of cooled optics against condensates.) 
c) To demonstrate the performance of a large superfh.lid helium dewar systom and measure 
certain properties of supel't1uid helium in space. Such aspects of cryogenic technology to be investi-
gated include the storage and control in space of a large volume of superfluid helium, the long-term 
zero-g operation of u porous plug, and the trnn,ll'er of refrigerant to a complex thermal loud. 
The instrumentation for the experiment is shown in Figure V-I and a model of the experiment 
is shown in Figure V~2. It consists of u small telescope and infrared-detector array mounted inside a 
cryostat fed from a 250-liter sllperfluld helium dewar. The telescope consists of u cooled (8 K), 
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.10lkl of th~ ,m'lll. hl'llulll-L) )I~u mfrar~d I.!lc~l: p~ ~ p~rll11ent 
,hO\\IIl' lek'lop~ Jlld llqUlu -hl'lIulll d~\"Jr , 
III 'hl~ 1'.lffkd I kr,ch~lIall oplilal ,~ .. t~m v Ith JIl 011 a 1\ IMIJhohl l'i '111 ulJllleler. f/.t primary 
Illlrrlli I h~ tek'lOpl' 1\ IOl'Jleu \\Ithln II'> {l \\n hl'hulll ~J'-' kd lr o,lal, Whldl I'> a 10 N merlta 
Jrll\ulal~d ~ 1~INon of Ih~ fl'~u. liquid hdlUIll 'Iorag~ d~wJr , 'J he lek ... cop rotat~" 111 a plan~ ab ut 
an .1 " par,tlkl 10 Ihl' Shuttle -J XI\ . f he '~an plan~ rotale., on Ih~ ... k a th~ Shuttle pltLhe .. 111 II'> 
orhl t ,lroU nd I he I Jrl h ~a r I he .. Lan a l ~ It ha .. ,I un\e mol )r a t one end anu the I lal plan~ anu 
lr ll'l'nll l nnelllOIl .II thl' other enu. It \\111 "lan .II an an 'ular .. p~ed of h uegre~ .,e~ anu c er a 
I)() u~gree aH. J~rc)\', Ihe ... ky, I he c I11htn~u 1110110n, of thc lel~ ... ~ope and rblter pC r l1ll! each 
a\lronomllal ,oun e 10 he ueteLled .II lea t l\\Ile on Lon ,elUII\l "lJn., of the tele.,copc anu pernllt 
ah ,uI (l() pl'lu:n l of the ... ~ to he cO\erell 111 one orbit, thu., prmldll1g th !: reuunuanc m.'ce ar to 
U"lrllllll1ale Jlllon' Igna'" proUUlI:U h~ partIculate .... man maue ... atl'lhte.,. mcle r . a~terOIll variable 
,tal',. and ordlnar~ ... 1,lr, . 
Th l' I<llal plane of the l~k"l'O p~ ulI1laill' ten deleLlor .. nll1e of wllld1 Lover th~ .,p~ctrJI r glon 
frolll 10 120 P 111 fpur broad Iwn-O\erlapPIIl' hand, <4 ,'i- ,'i. 9- 1 , I -30, anu 70-120 I- anu one 
d~I~"Ol .,hldl ha, a I~arnl\l,-balld r~'p(lI1W .. Ihe 11 20 h,ll1d 10latlol1 (h-7 p) All th ~ II1frareu Ucl~l 
lor .. ,m: 111 ~d \\lth a "l1gk har to modulale the "lu1JI 01 compact oun:e .. a ... th~y ,ro .. ., the arra~ 
'l'h~ 1I~I~dm8 in ~I\ch \'I\lInn~1 ht\\'~ bl.'(.\1\ lUltllllWd 10 CO\'~\I' 1\ 1\llt ., l\l~gl'iH~S ,wl'lll'mli~\lhu' 1.0 thl' !i~an 
\Hr~~llon, 'l'h\,' t~nth dell'\'tul' Is 1\ stnl' Slll\SOr masked with 1\1\ NosHI, sl'nsit.lvl.' .11\ thl.' 20 ,1 ~t hllml. A 
muvl.'uhll' ~~}lll shullle hIlS nlsu \WI'Il indmh'd tu I'rovldl' 11\\ ahsolutl' IllNO" flux r~I'\,lrt.'l\c~\ Ilw ~l\~h 
nf thl.' \\1.'1l'1.'101' hnl\lts. Thl.' 1\1.'1.'1I In IIlnlntutn llw II-will phHW IlrrlW at 1\ tl.'mp\,lmt\ll't' or IH'lmlxhmlte!y 
.l 1\ nml thl.' m\t'I'lH' nt' Ihl' infnu'l'd 11.'1l'sc\)1'1.' lit H 1\ I\w 11\\ I.'Xll.'lHh~d lwriml or thnt' t'l'qulrl'ii lhl' \lSI.' 
I.ll' n stuH'l\ lIl}ulll hl'lim\l ~ollllns s)lsh.'\l\. Irhl.' CI')'oQl.'n\1.' systl'lH \\)1' this l,IXMrll\\Qnl ~~ composl'1.1 or ~\ 
ll\widoln~lhlm lll.'\\,II1' cOl\tnlnillj,l lIq\llll·h~'ll\lln II lit 1\ tl.'lHlWl'ulml.' or nppwxlmal\,'))' 1.:\ 1\, l\ tnmsl'tH' . 
ass\.'mhly with IIq\lltlevlIpm sl'pmnlm\ II vUl,or·\.'llOlcl! l~lcsl.'nl)c l.'r~!nstl\l~ IIml u ~rynstt\t \'111.'\1\\1\\ I!()\,(\l\ 
'1'\\1,,' \"I'~'u~~\lh.' s~'stcm Imwt tll'U\,~\I' mh,lqutI\C nH'ril:l~B\I\Unn \0 lh~ il\n)~m\~l 11'\CSI.'OI'\.' (\'~'ostl\t In 
th~' t'unn llr enId \'I.'nl I.\IIS 1.'Il\'tllaUnB In th~' VIlPlH',conlcll shiclth,. The ~()Ill l:\IIS c\,ol\'\.'s \\1 n ll'mlWI'Il" 
1\11\' nl' lIl)lH\'~h\\l\tt.'I~; 1.5 1\ lrnm II PUHHlS I'hll;\ whil.'h is t't.'tl from tIm supph' \\\.'\\,111' h)' n liquid 
supply tuht' wld\11\ lht.' lnmsl't.'l' nss\.'l\\hh'. TIH.' I.'old I\lIh Is thcn divillcd Inlu \wo Wilt lInl.' I'lnws. 
OlW lUIS nnw Is l\Sl'd ttl I.'tml tlll' I.\r~'uxl\\t whlli.' tilt' 1I11wl' l\'lurns 10 \'npo\'o\'ool lht.' \'illllilliun shields 
in th~\ IIl.'wiw. TIt\' 1\1.'\1\11\1 s\ll'l'l~' tkWHI' hus II \'·lIplI\.'H~' l\I' ~SO lllt.'fs. Ph)'siI.'nl l,,'hlmwlt.'I'lst\l.'s or Ihl.' 
~xpl'\'ln\\,\l\t 111'1.' \lslcl! in 'l\1 hll.' V,,1. 
VI, ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION AND ENERGY SPECTRA OF COSMIC RAY NUCLEI 
BETWeEN 50 GeV PER NUCLEON AND SEVERAL TeV PER NUCLEON 
(2SL-06) 
Pf.'tf.'1' Meyel' and Dietdch MUller 
University of' Chicugo 
The uhunliuncc distributiolls 0(' clements and Isotopes in the cosmic rodiation arc u key for 
undcrstanding the OI'igin oj' the energetic ptll'tic1es, The past two decodes huvc brought considerable 
advances in this neIll, Nevertheless, important aspects have us yet remained ullcxplored. Among 
these is the elemental composition at ellergies beyond 100 (icY/nucleon. Therc urc seVern I reasons 
why it is or gren t intcl'f.'st to study the composition or cosmic rays at high cMrgies. It was round, 
with balloon-borne cxpel'lmcn ts pcrfOl'l11ed in the invcstiga tOl'S' labo1'U tory nnd by othel's, tha t between 
n I'ew GeY /n and 100 GeY In, ~he cosmic ray composition und!.!rgoes drastic changes. The major 
elTeet involves the ubllndance or those nudei which predominantly originate in llllCI.au· collisions with 
the interstellar gas ns compnl'o~1 to the species that originat!.! in the cosmic 1'1IY SOtll'ccs. This work 
11:1s Glenl'ly shown that at high energies, the cosmic rays traverse less intcrstcJlur mattel'. This effect 
could have sevcl'al CHuses. Hither high-energy particles have n grcater probability to escape ('rom the 
galaxy ilIH! hence 1\ shorter containment time than low-enel'gy particles; 01' the encl'goHc pm'tieles, if 
contained for the samo Icngth of timel spcnd n larger fraction of their' life in regions of thc gnlnxy 
which contuin much leE>s intcrstelluI' gas. Finally, the effect could nlso be caused by one 01' several 
cosmic ray somces which emit predominantly high-encrgy particlcs anti nrc located in the vicinity of 
the sohll' system. This appears to be the lenst likely possibility; howevcr, the ultc1'l1utives have been 
discussed in the Iitcl'utmc. No tl11ique intel'prctation has so far been found because 0(' the limited 
statistical UCCll1'ucy or the existing data unt! the limited range at' measured energies, It is clenr that 
these questions tlrc tlil'ectly tied to the problem of the particle transport in the galaxy and the distri-
bution of mutter amI fields. For instance, this involves the question at' the role of n galactic hulo foJ' 
particle confinement, which was proposed by Ginzburg muny yeurs ago, 
Another impmtan t question is whetli\.ll' the rein live nbundunces 0(' differen t source nuclei 
change with energy. While this effect couicl not yet relinbly be established in b,llloon experiments, its 
implications nrc extremely interesting. Direct cv.idence for the contribution of di(,ferent sources to the 
nux oj' cosmic rays is expected to come from vuriations of the relative abundance of source llllclei 
with cnergy. Several airshower experiments huve claimed that the source composition changes dras-
tically at high energy, but these experiments cnnnot provide any detail. Statistical uccmucy, extended 
energy coverage, unt! unique identification of each particle nre needed to provide inl'ormation about 
the nature or the SOllrce of energetic cosmic rays nncl ubout the processes involved in their 
accel~wation. 
The major limitations in past expel'iments were: limited size of the instl'Uments and limited 
exposure time to the particle flux, The University of Chicago experiment on Spacelnb 2 overcomes 
these limitations and explores the cosmic my composition to energies more than 10 times those 
presently reached. The experiment: makes full usc of the unique capubilities of the Spacelab curried 
on the STS, by exposing an instrument of large volume nncl consitiemble mass for nn extended period 
of time, und lIninfluenced by uny overlying atmosphere. The expcl'iment can provide sufficiently Inrge 
exposure factors (geometry X time) and excellen!: elemental resolution to allow abundance determina-
tion with good statistical accuracy to severn I 1000 Ge V /nuclcol1, where, because of the shnpe of the 
cosmic ray spectl'Um, the nux is very small. In fuct, the experiment will approach the important 
region of ultra-high energies where thus far only indirect: measurements through air ~hower obserVations 
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were possible whose interpretntion led to controversial results on the composition of the primary par~ 
ticles. An important reason that makes this experiment feasible stems from the fact that novel tech-
niq ues for energy measurements have recently become available. Two such techniques have been 
extensively studied and have been used successfully for the first time in balloon experiments in the 
investigators' laboratory. They are: (a) gas Cerenkov counters and (b) transition radiation detectors. 
Both possess a unique feature nbsent in most other instruments for very energetiG particles: they 
require detectors of low density and hence relatively light weight, thus permitting construction of the 
needed very large area instrument within the weight constraints that even Spacelab 'imposes. 
The dete~tor elements are containe(~ ~!l a cylindrical pressurized shell with hemispherical top 
and bottom covers (diameter 2.8 111, maximum height 3.7 111) as shown in Figure VI-I. All detector 
elements will comprise areas of 2 X 2 m. The large dimensions of the instrument yield "l geometric 
fnctor of approximately 5 m2 ster for the transition radiation detector and approximately I mZ ster 
for the CeJ't'.l1kov cotlllter telescope. l'hysical characteristics of the experiment are listed in Table VI-l. 
GAS CERENKOV Cl 
SCINTILLATOR TI 
TRANSITION 
RACJIATION 
DETECTORS 
I 
SCINTILLATOR T2 ~ 
\ 
GAS CERENKOV C2 
---~~--------
Photomultiplier! 
1.lm 
Multiwlre ~~~~~;;;~~~~~~~~':::+=:f=fproportionOI Chombers 
3Jm 
1----- 2.0m ------l.! 
1---------- 2.7m ------1 
Figure VI-I. Cosmic ray experimen t. 
The instrument is designed to measure the charge composition in the range Z = 3 (Lithium) 
to Z = 28 (Nickel) and the energy spectra from approximately 50 GeV/n to at least 2000 GeV/n. 
Figure VI-l shows a schematic cross section of the counter telescope. The charge of the incident parti-
cles is determined by their energy loss in two scintillation counters, Tl and T2. Energies between about 
50 and 150 GeV/n are measured by determining pulse heights in the two gas Cerenkov counters, 
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VII. HARD X·RAY IMAGING OF CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES AND 
OTHER EXTENDED X·RAY SOURCES 
(2S1-07) 
Peter Willmoro 
Unlvcl'Sity of Birmingham} United Kingdom 
One of tho \Illexpccted l'esuIts to come fl'Olll endy work all X"rny ustronom~1 wns that certllin 
clusters of galaxies nrc extended SO\l1'ces of X-rays. In filet, the mnjority of X"rIlY sO\l1'Ces identH1ed 
lit high galactic lntitudes nrc C1\1StCI'S of gulnxies. A number of differcnt thr.ories unci models to 
explnin the emission hl\ve been proposed. FoI' example, one possib1Iity is that the emission is thermu! 
brcmsstrnhlung from a hot intergalactic gas. Using this model, X-l'ny measurements would provide a 
menns of observing nil otherwise invisible component of the clusters 1lI1d of studying its temperature 
and Illass distribution, The total mass of stich (\ gas might nctulIlly exceed the observable mnss within 
the gnlnxics themselves. Such 11 cloud might well represent the lllntter from which the gnluxies were 
fonned; nlternntively, it may be continuously strenming from nctive galaxies. In eUltol' case, it would 
be of considetnble interest. Among other things, nn lIndel'stnnding of the properties of the inter-
Bnlnctic gus would be nn important contl'ibution to the theory of radio SOUl'Ccs. 
Tn another main clnss of models the X-ray emission Is assumed to result from inverse Compton 
interactions between higlH,mergy electrons und the photons M the 2.7 K micrownve bnckgrollnd. On 
t.he basis of these models the synchrotron radio emission cuused by the intcruction of the high-encrgy 
electrons with the intcrgaluctic tntlgnetic ileItis would be expected to c01'1'elnto strongly with tho X-ray 
emission. The intensities should be directly rClated, und the spectru should hnve the some forlll since 
they depend in the same way on the electl'on energy C\istdbution. Thus, the X-ray obscrvations would 
nl10w the spectrum and distribution or GeY electrons in the clusters to be directly deduced; nnd, in 
combination with melio observntions, this would provide a menSllrement of the IntergnlacUc mllgnetic 
fields. Such direct evidence might well make nn impnct Oil the problems of the origin and contain-
ment of the high-energy electrons in nontherntal melio SOlll'ces. 
Observations of the X-ray spectrn, in principle, allow u choice between emission mechanisms. 
Howevcl', only the spectra of the three brightest clv,stcr so lIl'Ccs, those in Persells, Virgo, unci Coma, 
lind more recently that of the Centnul'Us clusters hllve been studied in detnil. The forlll of the spectm 
nnd the indicntions of iron line emission strongly favor thermal models, but the results do not allow 
uny definite conclusions to be drnwll. As yet, only for the Perseus cluster is anything known of tht:! 
spectra of the separate purts as distinct from the overnll integrnted spect1'llIll. Different spectra from 
the different pnrts of the source have been reported, which may account for the diffiClllt~r in npplying 
simple models 01' theories to overall spectra, 
At present, X-my nux is believed to have been observed from approximately SS clusters of 
gnlnxies, although in some cases this simply menns thnt un X-ray source is known to exist within an 
error box of perhaps olle square degree containing the cuntcr of a cntalogued cluster. In six CQSCS 
the X"I'UY source is known to be extended. Only for the thrce strongest sources nrc any useful 
spectml informutIon und tiny dctnil of the spnUnl structure beyond a single size parameter uvailable. 
Yet it is nlready clenr thrit there nrc differences .~, e.g., in X"ray luminosity and in spectral steepness -
between the sources, und data on one or n few do not necessarily allow deductions to be made 
about the whole cluss, Clenrly, better observations arc necessury. 
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The optimum choice of telescope resolution depends on the signal-to-noise ratio and the size 
and form of the sources to be studied. B~cal1se the surface brightness of a source determines the 
signal in an image clement of a particular size and because the surface brightnesses of the clusters 
vary considerably, two telescopes are utilized with different values of resolution: a coarse resolution 
to detect faint sources and extended regions of stronger sources, and a fine resolution system capable 
of resolving fine details in more intense regions. The values of these resolutions are 3 X 3 arc min 
and 12 X 12 arc min. These fjgures refer to the fuJI width half maximum (FWHM) of the response 
and dQ not necessarily imply the limits to the fineness of the detail which can be deduced. 
Multiwire, position-sensitive proportional counters will be used as detectors. They will be 
able to determine the position of ardval and the energy of each photon. Anti-coincidence techniques 
will be utilized to reject cosmic-ray events. 
Other features of the telescope system include a motorized gimbal system which is capable of 
pointing the telescope system to within 0.5 degree of any required orientation with respect to the 
Shuttle; a microprocessor system to accept the nominal vehicle attitude from the Shuttle datn system, 
to select an accessible target from a preprogrammed list, and to drive the telescopes to the correct 
orientation; a gyro package to determine the actual pointing direction; star sensors to aid in the 
determination of absolute directions to better than 1 arc min; and star field cam~ras for analysis of 
long-term drift motion. The physical characteristics of the experiment are listed in Table VII-I. 
TABLE VII-l. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 
Telescopes: 206 X 335 X 100 cm (Pallet) 
Electronics: 60 X 30 X 30 em (Pallet) 
Total Mass: 570 kg 
Avt!rage Power: 179 W at 28 Vdc 
Total Energy: 25 kWh 
Pointing Requirements: 
Mount: Experiment-Provided Two-Axis Gimbal System 
Orientation: Stellar 
Accuracy: 3 deg maximum (0.5 deg design aim) 
Data: 
Digital: 64 kbps 
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VIII. A SOLAR MAGNETIC AND VELOCITY FIELD MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
(2SL-08) 
Alan Title 
Lockheed Solar Observatory 
Mngnetic fields play n cl'llciai role in determining the structure and dynamics of dle solar 
atmosphere, from the deepest visible levels of the photosphere, upward through the chromosphere and 
corollu, und out into the interplanetary mediuJ11. During the past 20 years, astronomers huve accumu-
lated a great mass of information on large-scale magnetic strllctures using photographic and photo-
electric Jl)ugnetographs. However, magnetogruJ11s and velocitygnul1s of smull features have proven very 
difficult to interpret, primurily because of blurring and distortion of images by the Earth's atmosphere. 
Despite the presence of severul superb ground-based i1ities j little further advance can be expectf;!d in 
defining the detuils of the smull-scale structUres, du,~ the inherent limits imposed by atmospheric 
seeing. However, with spaccborne observations, the image degrudntion produced by the atmosphere 
cnn be avoided nnd diffraction-limited images free from geometric distortion can be obtnined. This 
tldv~lI1tage mny be used to observe the strength, geometry, and evolution of the elementnl magnetic 
field points in the saInI' atmosphere amI to determine the interaction of these mngnetic elements with 
the solar velocity fields. 
The Solnr Magnetic and Velocity Field Measurement System will use this advnnta~e to achieve 
n spatial resolution and temporal coverage impossible to attain from observatories 011 the ground. The 
objectives of the ex peri men tare: (I) to meaSUl'e magnetic and velocity fields in the solnr atmosphere 
with high spatial resolution and to deduco the small-scale structure nnd evolution of these fields on 
the 1 O~ to 20-min time scale of solar granulation; (2) to follow the evolution of solar mugnetic struc-
tUres over periods of several days to determine how the magnetic elements couple to the supergranule 
velocity patterns and by what mechanisms field diffusion nncl disappearance occur; (3) to study with 
high temporal und spatial resolution the magnetic field changes associated with transient events, stich 
as flarcs, and to isolate nnd follow the birth ot' sunspots, pores, and ephemeral regions; and (4) to 
provide n test of the pointing accuracy and stability of the Instrument Pointing System (IPS) to sub-
urc second accuracy. 
To achieve these objectives, the experiment consists of n Solar Opticnl Universal Polnrimeter 
(SOUP) mounted on the IPS. For optics, the polarimeter utilizes a 30-cm Cassegrain telescope 
designed for diffrnction-limited performance in the wavelength region 4800 to 7000 A. An effective 
gimbal system for the entire package in conjunction with a solar limb trucker allows the. observation 
of nny point 011 the solnr disk when the IPS is direeted within several degrees of the Sun. Two 
independent focal plane systems are used for the observations. The first is a white-light system 
which records granulation nnd poin ting datn onto film for video display at the Payload Specialist 
station. The second, a tunable filter system, consists of a tunable birefringent filter with a selectable 
bv.ndpnss of 30 111A 01' 70 mA, and associnted blocking and polarizing filters to produce monochro-
matic images in a known stute of circular or linear polarization. The wavelength of the resulting 
image is selectable to within ±4 A of any of nine predesignated spectral lines. The resulting filter. 
gl'UIl1S will be recorded on SO-115 film and with a diode array camera. The diode array output is fed 
into the video processor, which is capable not only of image storage but also of directly adding, 
subtracting, multiplying, or dividing images into any or alI of its six internal image memories. In this 
manner, magnetograms and velocitygrams will be made in real time. A schematic of the instrumenta-
tion is portrayed In Figure VIII-I, while the experiment canister is shown in Figure VlII-2. The 
physical characteristics of the experiment are listed in Table VIII-I. 
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Figure VIII-I. the optical/mechanical schematic of the Solar Optical Universal Polarimeter. 
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t TABLE VIII-t. PHYSICAL CHARACTER!STICS 
Dimerlsion: 
Telescope and Focal Plane Structure: 40 X 40 X 205 em (Pallet - IPS) 
Processor: 56 X 48 X 36 em (Pallet) 
Total Mass: 248 kg 
Average Power: 150 W at 28 Vdc 
Total Energy: 22 kWh 
Pointing Requirements: 
Data: 
Mount: IPS 
Orientation: Solar 
Accuracy: 2 arc sec 
Stability: ± 15 arc sec 
Digital: 1.4 Mbps 
Film: Type SO-liS 
TV: 4.2 MHz 
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Analysis of the polarized line profiles w11l yield maps of continuum and line center brightness, 
equivalent width, Doppler velocity, magnetic field strength, and magnetic flux. In addition, analysis 
of sunspot profiles will give their components or the magnetic field vector. Results of the study of 
these maps will include! (1) the dIstribution or magnetic field strengths in the photosphere as a func .. 
tion of area covered by the magnetic ".egions; (2) estimates of the magnetic energy density and stress 
tensor to test theories of field concentration, confinement, motioJl, and diffusion; (3) estimates of the 
energy transport by MHD wove propagatioJl to test theories of the energy balance of sunspots, the 
chromosphere, and the coronaj (4) the frequency of OCCll1'1'ence of strong transverse field components, 
in and outside or sunspotsj (4) changes in the vector maglletlc field and its energy content during a 
flare, should on~ occur during the observations; (6) quantitative fie·kl·linc configurutions in sunspots, 
to test theories of spot formation and stability; and (7) evaluation of the accuracy of the force-free 
approximation in vector field calcu'iations, the only known method for computing fields througho~lt 
the chromosphere und corona from magnetograph observations. Finally, the data base of high-
resolution line profiles will be available to theorcticinns for sophisticated modeling of the physics of 
magnetic structures in the solar atmosphere. 
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IX. CORONAL HELIUM ABUNDANCE SPACELAB EXPERIMENT (CHASE) 
(251-09) 
Alan H. Gabriel 
Rutherford and Appleton Laboratory, United Kingdom 
and 
J. Leonard Culhane 
University College, United Kingdom 
The CHASE experiment is aimed at deriving an accurate measure of the solar helium abun-
dance and, at the same time, performing useful studies of the XUV emission from coronal and active 
regions. Helium constitutes approximately 10 percent of all atoms in the universe. However, its 
abundance in the Sun and other astronomical objects is only approximately known. The element is 
important in relation to a number of physical processes in the Sun, including nuclear processes in the 
core, opacities In the photosphero, and radiative energy transport in the chromosphere. 
Current cosmological theories indicate that most of the helium in the universe must be of 
primeval origin, with only a negligible fraction resulting from stellaI' nucleosynthesis, In this case, 
one expects the relative helium abundance to be uniform everywhere. Since helium provides a major 
contribution to opacities and radiative loss effects, its abundance is important to all aspects of stellar 
evolution and stellar modeling. Furthermore, an accurate value of this abundance is of vital impor-
tance for theories of the origin of the universe, since it must be closely related to conditions during 
the original big bang. Clearly, the determination of an accurate value for the SUn, the most studied 
of all stars, would be of considerable value. 
Nevertheless, an accurate derivation of the solar helium abundance has proved difficult to per-
form. Because of their high excitation potential, He I lines are formed in the Sun at high tempera-
tures in the chromosphere and in regiolls where the situation is complicated by inhomogeneities 
associated with the chromosphere network and spicules. Thus, normal r,.ethods for determining 
abundances from photospheric absorption lines cannot be applied. However, the CHASE experiment 
will observe the hydrogen (1216 A) and ionized helium (304 A) resonance lines formed by photo 
excitation of the coronal material. Here, the hydrogen and helium line emission is due mainly to the 
resonance scattering of the intense chromospheric emissions a t these wavelengths. The experiment will 
look at the light source (disc) and the scattering region (corona above the limb); and because the two 
principal lines are common in both cases, the results are independent of instrument intensity calibra-
tion. Second-order effects in the calCUlation are due to electron density and temperature which can 
be adequately m~asured by line ratio methods. It is anticipated that the relative helium abundance 
will be established to better than 5 percent, and in a manner which is independent of most of the 
assumptions regarding atmospheric models. 
Several experiments, for example, the Harvard experiments on OSO 4 and 6, have carried out 
solar XUV observations; however, relatively few have extended their coverage into the grazing inci-
dence region below 300 A. Clearly then, there is some advantage in enhancing the instrument speci-
ficlltion to provide a facility capable of more general solar XUV studies. The CHASE experiment 
(shown schematically in Fig. IX-I) utilizes a l-m grazing-incidence spectrometer with a 1200 lines/mm 
concave grating. The image of the Sun is focused onto the entrance slit plane by means of a 28-cm 
focal length grazing incidence telescope of Wolter type I section design. 
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Eleven channel electron multipliers are placed bellltld individual exit slits that are positioned 
on the Rowland Circle to accept preselected wavelengths. Two such detectors will monitor rlhe hydro-
gen Lyman a (1216 A) and He II (304 A) lines, each directly associated with the He/H abundance 
measurement. The other detectors monitoring ionized lines of Fe, S, C, and 0 will cover associated 
parameters such as the temperature and density of the solar atmosphere. In addition to the single-
channel multipliers, a channel multiplier array will also be positioned on the Rowland Circle. In 
operation, this is similar to the detector array inside a TV camera and will allow several emission 
lines to be monitored simultaneously. 
The scientific specifications of the overall instrument can be summarized as follows: (1) an 
adequate sensitivity and dynamic range to record ~·mission lines on the disc and above the limb, (2) a 
pointing capability to better than 5 arc sec, (3) a spatial resolution of ,..., 15 arc sec, (4) a spectral 
resolution ~ O.S A, and (5) an ability to provide one- and two-dimensional scans. 
The experiment is mounted on the ESA Instrument Pointing System (IPS) which is capable of 
providing sufficient pointing control. However, with three other solar experiments on the IPS, some 
independent pointing is desirable. This requirement is fulfilled by the construction of scan platforms 
for both the mirror and the . slit. Both motions are mutually perpendicular and allow two-dimensional 
raster scans to be performed. The total offsets involved are ±20 arc min for the mirror and ±15 arc 
min for the slit, both having a step resolution of 10 arc sec. The slit mechanism fulfills the dual 
purpose of pointing control and slit size selection. 
It is necessary in the helium abundance experiment to measure the intensity on either side of 
the emission line, contributions to which could arise from a true solar continuum or from scattered 
light. To achieve this, a small wavelength scan is effected by rocking the grating. In this way, the 
wavelength range is increased at moderate cost to resolution, with the additional bonus of access to 
more emission lines. Total scan is ±400 arc sec with a 5 arc sec step, this ra~lge being equiv.alent to 
'" ±10 A at hydrogen Lyman a. 
A further refinement to the instrument is the provision of a sun sensor. This will be aligned 
to the instrument's optical axis prior to flight and will serve to monitor any misalignments occurring 
between the It'Strument and the IPS pointing direction. A static misalignment could easily occur at 
launch, but more serious would be variable offsets reSUlting from thermal drifts occurring on-orbit. 
A final mechanism takes the form of a closeOut sh~ltter which will protect the mirror from 
contamination during launch and experiment shut-down periods. 
The operational flexibility of the instrument is ma;'.;imized by the incorporation of a dedicated 
experiment microprocessor. Pre-programmed sequences initiated from either the crew station or the 
ground control center will be used for mechanism control and data processing prior to transmission. 
During the mission, the sequences may be modified or, if necessary, replaced. 
The physical characlt!dstics of the instrument are listed on Table IX-I. A view of the 
engineering mockup is shown hI Figure IX-2. 
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TABLE IX·1. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 
CHA.SE Instrument: S6 X 44 X 115 cm (Pallet·IPS) 
Microprocessor: 37 X 36 X 30 cm (Pallet-IPS) 
Power Supply: 3S X 33 X 30 cm (Pallet.IPS) 
TC'tal Mass: 114 kg 
Average Power: 72 W at 28 Vdc 
Total Energy: 11.7 kWh 
Pointing Requirements: 
Mount: IPS 
Orientation: Solar 
Accuracy: 15 arc sec 
Stability: 5 arc sec 
Data: 8.2 kbps 
OP..~IN Ace 
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X. HIGH RESOLUTION TELESCOPE AND SPECTROGRAPH (HRTS) 
(2S1.-10) 
Ouen lor Brueckner 
Nuval Research Labo\'Utory 
The mtljor obJectivos of the High Resolution Telescope and Spectrogrnph (HRTS) experiment 
are: (I) the investigation of the energy trunsport nnd mass balance of the tcmpC1'lltllre milliI.\'l~'m, 
chromosphere, trnnslUon zono, llnd corOIH' ill the quiet S\Ul ns well as in pluges, flol'cs, (lnt! stll)Spots: 
(2) the invcstig(ltion of tho velocity field of the lower corona to st.udy the origin or the solar wlndi 
(3) the investigation of the strllcture and dYllnmics of spicules and sllporspicules in the ultmviolet 
spectrum; (4) tlH~ invcstiglltioll or structure tlnt! dynamics ot' pl'omil1encesj and (5) the investigation of 
prot1aro and fh~re phenomena. 
These ot:,iectivcs ;11'0 to be achieved by menns of intensity mcnsUl'cmcnts, Doppler meHS\lI'O~ 
ments, and line t'l'Ot'ile analysis of high spatial resolution (appl'OXimalely 1 nrc sec) find high spcctml 
resolution (apPl'oxlmutely 0.05 A) \lltraviolet spectrn in the wavelength region 1176 to 1700 A., cover-
ing u wide variety of continua and emission lines which ol'iginntc in dlffel'ent tempemllll'c regimes of 
tilt! solnr ntmosphere. A stigmatic spcctrogrnph to be lIsed for this investigntion provides simultnlleous 
coverage of continun anti emission lines originnting from spntin\ details lIS small as 1 I11'C sec. In udd!-
tion, the spectrogmph slit. covel's u full solar radius simultuneously with approximately 1000 resolution 
clements. This allows the slit to be placed in such n wny that it covers many different solnl' features 
at the sume time (quiet SUIl, pluges, sunspots, center-to-limb vnrintion). One spectrum eontoins enough 
information for ii meaningful statistical analysis. 
The majo\' observing technique 011 Spacelab 2 will be the photogruphing of series of spectm 
over n period or at least 15 min to follow the chnnges in intensity. Doppler velocities, and line pro-
files as they ure caused by disturbunces moving through the solar ntmosphcl'c. The secondary observ-
ing technique will constrllct two-dimensionnl spcctl'ohcliogrums tiS H ~\l1\ction of time to investignte the 
thl'el!~dimensiol\al structure of the chromosphere und trnnsition zone. In [Hldition, 0 systematic mnp-
ping of the cOl'Onnl velocity ndd over the whole Stm will be made together with n series of limb 
spectl'a at different altitudes which will be used to study the structure and dynamics of spicules. 
The study of intensity fluctuations, Doppler shifts, and line profile changes is cruciol for the 
understanding or the mechanism that is responsible for the heating of the chromosplll~re, transition 
zane, and corona. However, so that definitive conclusions concerning the physicainature of the 
observed phenomena ann be reached, it is required that the slit of the spectrograph be kept pointed 
within n tolerance of half a slit width on the solar surface for n durntion of at least IS min to 
observe disturbances propagating from the temperature minimum into the trnnsition zone. Only l\ 
time series of spectra will reveal tcmpernture !lnt! density chunges us n function of time and altitude. 
Therefore, the combination of time sequences with the simultaneolls covernge of I11nny lines Originating 
fl'om different temperature regimes is necessary to reveal the propagation or distmballccs through the 
solnr atmosphere. 
The second observing technique follows from the results of rocket flight experiments which 
indicate that the chrol\.osp1\ol'ic llnd tnU1sitian :lOne nne strtlctll1'C does not necessurily follow vertical 
columns. If only one-dimensional spectra are taken) it is not possible to follow disturbances that have 
a lateral movement. The HRTS instrument hus a provision to step the slit between exposures in rapid 
sequence over a small area of the Sun (tlD :lTC sec). If this procedmc is repented m!\t\y times over !l 
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time period of IS min, not only can spectroheliograms of different layers of the solar atmosphere be 
constructed, but also the change of line profiles and Doppler motions over a two-dimensional area can 
be investigated. This will reveal the static and dynamic thl'ee-dhnensionni fine structure. 
The HRTS instrumentation consists of a telescope, an ultraviolet spectrograph, an ultraviolet 
spectrohcliograpll, and an H-alpha slit display system, all housed in a thermal control canister mounted 
on the Instrument Pointing System (IPS). The experiment is shown schematically in Figure)(..1. The 
electmnks control package is hOllsed in a second canister on the IPS. An optical schematic is shown 
in Figure X-2, and the experiment hardware is shown in Figure X-3. 
S~ARCS FINE SUN SENSOfl 
Figure X-I. Schematic view of the High Resolution Telescope an.d Spectrograph (HRTS). 
The telescope is a concentric Gregorian in which the final image is formed on the telescope 
axis. The primary mittor is a 30-cm diameter paraboloid with 90-cm focal length. An occulting 
mirror located at the primary mirror focus reflects away aU but a 7 XIS arc min portion of the solar 
image. This 7 X 15 arc min portion passes through an aperture in the occulting mirror and strikes 
the secondary mirror which re-images it at the ultraviolet spectrograph slit plate. the focal lengths 
and occulting mirror aperture size have been arranged so that the secondary mirror is illuminated with 
only 1.5 solar constants, thus minimizing the problems of overheating and contamination of the sec-
ondary mirror. The telescope resolution is diffraction limited at 0.5 arc sec. 
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Figure X-2. Optical schematic of experiment. 
The ultraviolet spectrograph is of the symmetric tandem Wadsworth type, using two concave 
diffraction gratings of equal radius and ruling density. A stigmatic spectrum with a spectral resolution 
of 50 rnA and a spatial resolution of 0.5 arc sec everywhere along the slit length is formed at the 
film camera. A roll film camera holds 1000 exposures of Type SO 652 film. 
The ultraviolet spectroheliograph instrument photographs the solar image reflected from the 
front surface of the spectrograph slit plate. It is tuned to observe the Carbon IV emission lines at 
1550 A which are formed in the solar transition zone. This instrument is a reversed tandem Wads-
worth arrangement using two concave gratings which form a zero-dispersion image at the camera focal 
plane. The bandpass has a halfwidth of 35 A (FWHM) and is controlled by the limited illumination 
of the second grating and a spike filter in front of the camera. The spatial resolution is 1.0 arc seC 
over the 5 X I') min field of view. 
The H-alpha slit display system forms a photographic and video image of the solar image 
reflected from the front surface of the spectrograph slit plate, filtered at 6563 A. The H-alpha filter 
consists of two tandem, Fabry-Perot interference filters having a halfwidth of 0.5 A. The final image 
is divided by a beamsplitter and imaged onto the focal planes of a modified Nikon camera using type 
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SO·41O fihn and a Westinghollse low·tight·level MINSIT camera. The TV image 1s used in tllght by 
the payload specialist to focus the telescope and to align solar features of interest onto the spectro-
graph slit. 
Operations will be conducted in a single point mode with the slit of the spectrograph posi. 
tioned at one stationary solar location during the exposure sequence, a rastering mode with the slit 
stepped across a segment of the SUll, und a limb scall mode for on-limb and off-limb exposure 
sequences, The physical characteristics of the overall experiment are listed in Tuble X.I. 
TABLE X·I. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 
HRTS Instrument: 49 em Din X 365 e111 (Pallet-IPS) 
Electronics: 49 X 60 cm (Pullet-IPS) 
Total Mass: 326 kg 
Average Power: 340 W at 28 Vdc 
Tota! Energy: 48.6 kWh 
Pointing ReqUirements: 
Mount: IPS 
Orientation: SoJaI' 
Accuracy: 60 arc sec 
Stability: 1 arc sec 
Data: 
Digital: 3.2 kbps 
Film: Type SO-652 and Type S0-41O 
TV: 4.2 MHz 
XI. SOLAR UV SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE MONITOR (SUSIM) 
(~SL .. ll) 
Guenter Brueckner 
Naval Research Lubomtory 
Many different !ayel's of the soltlr atmosphere from the photosphere into the tmnsition zone 
emit radiation in the 120- to 400·mll wuve!cngth bund. Similarl)I, this radiation is absorbed over u 
wide ultitude range (0 to 130 kIn) in the lerrcstrinl ntmosphere, contributing to ntmospheric effects. 
An accurate knowledge of the Sun's output and its vtlriability in this wnvelength runge is necessary for 
u better ullderst:lI1ding of solal'-terrestriu! phenomena. 
Measuremcnts mude to date in this wavelength I'tlnge have established absolute solnr fluxes 
within ±30 percent ill the 140- to 210-nm regioll, with better uccu:-aey ut 10llger wuvelengths. How-
ever, these measurements arc not accurate enough to cstablish credIble values for 101ll~·term variutions 
of the solar flux. The amplitUl\e of these vurintions will covel' several orders of mngn!gude from un 
hldetectable 0.1 percent in the photospheric continuum ut 400 nlll to more than 100 percent in 
strong emission lines ol'iginating in the upper chl'omosphel'c and transition zone. 
The observations of the Solnl' UV Spectl'nl Il'rntiiunce Monitol' (SUSIM) experiment have a 
threefold geneml objelitive: (1) toimprovl: the {lccmacy or knowledge of the absolute solnr fluxes, 
(2) to provide n highly accurate trnceability of solar t1uxcs to n variety of ultraviolet radiation stnnd-
ards to be able to establish long-terlll (solar cycle) variations, lind (3) to mCtlSllre the vnrinbility of 
sainI' fluxes during sevcrul different time periods runging from flare-produced changes to the vnriability 
caused by saInI' rotation. Specifically, the main objective or the measurements is to estnbJ.ish solar 
ultraviolet fluxes and their changes over a solar activity cycle in the wavelength region 1:.7,0 to 400 
nm, Of particular interest is the variability of the solar continuum in the 170- to 210-n111 regio11, 
which is absorbed in the Schumann-Runge bands of the Earth's atmosphere. The specit1~1 experiment 
tasks are: 
a) To improve the absolute nccurncy of solnr continuum irrudiance measurements in the 120-
to 400-nl11 region with a goal of ±6 to 10 pel'cent (wavelength dependent). 
b) To measure with high accuracy the intensities of the continuum below 208 nl11 relntive to 
the intensities of the continuum nbove 208 1\111 with a goal of ±l percent. 
c) To perform high-nccuracy measurements of the intensities of solnr emission lines relative to 
the stuble solar continuum above 208 nm with a goal of ± 1 to 5 percent (wuvelength dependent). 
d) To improve the absolute nccuracy of solar emission line irradiance measurements in the 
120- to 400-mn region with a goal of ±6 to 10 percent (wavelength dependent). 
A 7-day Space Shuttle t1ight obviously cannot solve the problems of the long-term variability. 
It is necessary to repeat such measurements over a solar cycle in time intervals of 1 year. To make 
these measurements comparable .it is necessary that the highest possible calibrntion accuracy is applied 
to each night and that the stability of the instrumcYlt is properly tracked during the mission. 
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To achieve this goal, a new npPl'Onch will be lIscd, with the main cmphasis on improvements in 
three different areas: (l) improvement of existing calibration methods, (2) n new scheme of u strict 
environmental control of the instrument, nnd (3) and elubornte combinution of in· flight culibmtion and 
redundnnt measuring methods to distinguish iJlstrument changes from true solnr flux vuriutions. 
The solar u\tmviolet spcctru\ in'udinnce monitor, shown ill lJ\ock dingrnm form in Figures XI·l 
und XI.2, consists of two identical double.dispersion scanning spectrometers, seven detectors (five 
photooiooes and two photon counters), and nn 1.Iltraviolet calibration light source. The spectrometers 
und detectors are sealcd in a cunister filled with 1.1 tltm of at'gon to eliminate the effects of contam-
ination due to high vucuum outgassing. Figure X·3 is a photograph of the experiment hardwure. 
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INCIDENT 
..... DIATION 
IlALID CANllnll 
CALI ...... TION UECTIIOMETlill r-4---I 
Figure XI· I. Block diagram for Solar UV Spectral Il'ratiiance Monitor (SUS 1M). 
DEUTERIUM LAMP 
GRATING U 
Figure XI-2. Representation of the Solar Ultraviolet Spectral Irradiance Monitor. 
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One spectrometer is used almost continuously during the dnylisht portion of each solar-pointed orbit 
to measure the short time variations of the solar ultravIolet flux (flarc-relnted changes and the slowly vnrying 
component). The second spectrometer is used only ollce every day to track uny change in sensitivity of the 
I1rst spectromf:ter. Similnrly, two of the five photodiodes arc used only once every duy. 
A dcuteriumlamp, calibrated in spectral inadinllce by the National Durcllu of Standards (NBS), is 
lIsed as the transfer standard source for daily in-flight calibration nnd stability truckIng of both spectrometers 
and all seven detectors. 
A spectralrcsolution of 0.15 11111 over the entire wnvelength range is obtnincd with two photon 
counters (operating in the stuble pulse height discrimillution mode), while 5·nm resolution is obtained with 
the five photoC\iodes (calibrated as trunsfer standard detectors by NBS). A microprocessor controls uIJ 
instrull1en t fUllctions via progrnlll instruction. 
The observational modes of the experiment include u continuous monitoring mode in which eight 
broud-bnlld channels (5-nm resolution) will be monitored five times every solar-pointed orbit (total observing 
time 15 min). The chann~ls are chosen to monitor the Lyman-alpha line at 121.6 nm and seven segments of 
the solar continuum, muging from 145 to 390 nm. This mode is designed to measure the slowly varying 
component and continuum changes with high accuracy. During the remainder of each. orbit, eight nurrow-
band channels (O.l-nm resolution) will be monitored continuously. The channels include five important 
sollll' emission lines scanned in nve O.l-11m steps and three contim.:\l,Ul1 segments. This mode can detect with 
high resolution flarc-related emission line changes and flux changes in emission Hnes caused by the slowly 
varying component. The continuum scans arc necessllry for reference cnlibmtion. 
In spectral scan mode, which occU!'s once each day, the entire spectrum (120 to 400 nm) will be 
scanned with O.l-nm resolution. This mode nllows meaSUliement of flux changes in all the remaining emis-
sion lines caused by the slowly varying component. Also, once every day, n calibl'ution and stability tracking 
measurement will be mude. In the nurrow-band mode, a spectrnl scun of the solar spectrum and the deute-
rium lamp spectrum will be performed with each of the two spectrometers. in the broad-band mode, the 
eight channels will be monitored with each spectrometer, using the Sun and the deuterium lamp as the source. 
This mode is designed to determine instrument challg,~s of the prime spectrometer and detectors ancl to 
measure long-term solar flux changes. To detect long-term ultraviolet flux variutions it is necessary to deter-
mine l with high accuracy, chnllges in the instrument reflectivity lind detector efficiency. It must be assumed 
that these changes are w~velength dependent. They can be determined lIsing the Sun as a standard at 400 
11m and the deuteriuI111amp's relative spectral output, which is known to be very stable. 
The experiment will be mounted on the IPS. The physical charactr.ristics of the experiment are 
showl1 in Table XI-I. 
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TABLE XI-l. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 24 X 77 X 86 em (Pallet-IPS) 
Total Mass: 84 kg 
Average Power: 74 W at 28 Vdc 
Total Energy: 12 kWh 
Pointing Requirements: 
Mount: IPS 
Orientation: Solar 
Accuracy: 1800 arc sec 
Stability: 360 arc sec 
Data: 0.5 kbps 
I 
I 
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XII. PROPERTIES OF SUPER FLUID HELIUM IN ZERO·G 
(2SL-12) 
Petet' V. Mason 
.Iel Propulsion LahOl'ulOI'Y 
Below lhe lambda point at 2.2 K) liquid helium enters the slIperfhlid slate. This stnle is chnl'uctel'izcd 
by neill' absencc ()f cllel'gy dissipati()Jl below n cl'i:icnl velocity tlnd wry low dissipation at higher velocities, 
thermal condtlctlvit~1 about 1)000 times Ihut or COPPOI" existence or the tcmpcl'lIturc-Imluccd fOlllltuin pres-
smo, and the existence of wave mcchanisms \l1lknown in othOl' fluids. This lInique stulc I\(~s excited theoret-
ical and expcrimental interest I'm' BUIIlY yem's. In addition) slIpcl'fluid heliulll serves n technological function 
as a cryogell) llml in th~ next fcw yenr's it will find applications in sptlce 1'01' I'm' infrarcd nstronomy missions; 
1'01' cooling S\lpCI'Cond tletivo mugnets, mnpli fiel's, a ml com Pli tel's; 1'01' coo Ii ng gyl'OscopCS i 1'01' grnvita tjonnl 
wnve dct\~cto),Si tlml 1'01' measurcments or crith!,ll point phcnomenn. 
Since slIpel'lh'id helium .is n liquid 1,,1' ullomnlotlsly low lind lIonlinellr viscosity, its behavior is difficult 
to predict thcol'eticnlly. PI'clilllinnl'Y mell~lIrCmcnts hnve been performed ill the lab()1'lllory, in short-term 
ZCl'o·g tiil'crnrt flights. amI in sounding I'ockcts. llowever, long-dlll'ntion mellSl\l'Cmellts 1.11 !tll'ge volumes nrc 
ess~~ntJ(l1 to guide development of theory lind to provide empirical enginee1'lng dntu 1'01' design or future spncc 
cryostnt systems. 
This experiment is designed to determine the fluid lind thennal properties which will be ,'equil'ed 1'01' 
the design or planned space experiments using slIpel'fluid helium as n cryogen. to advance scientific under-
standing or the intCl'llctiolls between slIpel'l'Iuid nnt! l1ol'l1lalliqllitl helium, ami to del1lonst1'llle the lise or 
supel'fluid helium as a cryogc,~ in Zero gl'avit)'. Spedl'icnll),. the objectives of the cxperiment nrc: 
n) To make detailed measurements or low-frequency slosh modes ol'superfluid helium. For liquid 
helium in very low tJl'avity l!onditions. weak smface tension forces determine the locution o/' the fluid. As (\ 
r:}~jlllt, large-amplitude, low·frequency sloshing motions of the bulk c,'yogen in response to external accelera-
tions may he exper..!ted. These wlll generate mechunical /'orces which nHIY displuee the liquid to the point 
that thermal contnct between the heat load and the cryogen is broken. Also. the bulk fluid motiol1 muy 
intr..!l'tlct with sensitive experimental system~, e,g., gl'l\vity wave ti\!tel.!tors. The sloshing amplitudcs, frequen-
des, anti damping must be know" for rU'lll'(~ experiment design, 
b) To muke prccise measurements or the thermal fluctuations and distributions in sllperfluid helium 
in zero-g. III stlpcrl1uid helium in the laboratory, tl degree o/' temperature uniformity of a few J O's of micro-
KQlvin:l is found in space !Inti time. BC'::llllse most cxpt!rimcnts utilizing liquid helium make USe or this 
unique stnbility, it is necessary to UvulUtllc the l10111llliJ'ormities that Ute ZCl'O-g conditions and bulk-fluid 
motions induce. Quantitative measurements ofnpatinl distribtllions ~Ind the spectrum o/' tempornl fltlctll-
ations will be required by designers of' futuro experiments. The purpose of this experiment is to pel'forl11 
stich measlIrements at the micl'O-](elvin level over II I'l'equenc~t range I','om 0 to 100 Hz, 
c) To develop nn apparatus to measure the velocities and attenuation of quuntized surface WBVCS in 
superl'luid I'ilms in a regime of rl'cquency at frequencies so high that surface tension forces dominate over 
gI'Uvity fOl'ces, Hml attenuation effects on Earth preclude their measurement. 
d) To obtain slIperfluid helium cryo~~Wt perfonnnnce duta for future space applications, It is 
planned to measure tempernture distributions and the spectrum of tempernturc fluctuations within the nUlin 
helium dewar tlnd pressmes in vent control lines, These data are essential 1'01' the enginooring analysis of the 
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development cryostat pl.!rformnllcc prior to its use in space science applications. Thc data will also be corro-
lated with liquid locntion datu obtained from the bulk fluid dynamics experiments to ussoss the effect of 
li(lllid location nnt! to evaluntc t'.lC limits of the effectiveness of the sllperfluid m'yogell systems for spuce. 
Thq expel'imcnt will consist of Ull instrumented cryostat (Figs. XIII·j and XIIl-2), an experiment 
package inside the cryostat, tinct a support electronics packtlge. The experiment cavity is surrounded by u 
1 DD·liter sllpcrfluid helium volume and U multilnyer stlper insulution system space by helimn vapor cooled 
shield~, Externnl plumbing consists of fill and v\!nt !ine systems located sllch that the dewar cun op~rate in 
the upright find horizontal configurations. Valves will be used to direct and control flow for fill, vent, and 
porOllS plug ol)crnrion, The cryostut will be instrumented with germanium and thermocouple tempcruture 
sensors to monitor the chamber temperatures and the superfluid plug unci insulution performance. Acceler" 
ometers will monitor vibration effects to CJ'oss-co1'l'elnte with the observations of' bulk behuviol'. 
TEMPERATURE 
CRYOS1'AT CONTAINING MAINTENANCE 
EXPER IMENT SENSORS SYSTEM 
BULl( FLUID AND THERMAl. 
DYNAMICS EXPERIMENT 
FLIGHT 
EL2crRONICS 
(PREFLIGHT ONLY) 
INTERFACE ELECTRONICS 
VACUUM 
PUMP 
AND (JUAN'rlZED 
SURFACE WAVE 
l:XPERIMENT 
f----,' VALViNG 
AFT FLIGHT DECK 
MONITOR & COMMAND 
OVERBOARD 
VENT 
~,---~ .,,----....... 
DATA I'ROCF.SSOR 
AND CONTROL 
COMPUTER 
DATA 
AND 
COMMANDS 
SPACElAB 
COMPUTER 
Figure XII-!. Spacelub 2 superfluid helium experiment. 
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The cxpcl'imcnt appurntus to be used to meUliure thernial nud nuid dynnmics wm utllizo illl open-
franw stl'llctlll'e to position 133 IIquld.vnpol' phase sensors in {\ 3·litc!' volumo p:lI'tiully BlIcd with liquid 
helium. Tho sen Sal' outputs will be ullnlyzcd to yield maps of the Uqllit\·vupor intel'rn/~e, Changes of this 
interface locution will be correlated with nccelcnltlons derived from othcr instl'umentntion to determino t1uid 
motion allllllltudc, freqllcncy, lind dumping. The fmme will n\so be instrulllented with semiconductor ther. 
mometcl'S to perrOI'm absolute amI diffcl'cntinl tcmpcrntUl'c mcnsUI'cmcllts within the l\(.~lium space. Thermal 
sonsol's of differing sellsitwity unci frequency response will be neccss:lr>' to obtain th~ desired dutu on spatial 
distribution and the spectrum of the tempol'ul varlntions. Spatinl distribution of tempC1'!Illll'l\ wlll be meas-
ured by a netwvck of 24 semiconductor sensors cnpnbJe of resolving differences or J 0 micra-KelvIn nt fre-
qucncies up to 1 Hz. The spectrum of temper.attlre fluctuntiolls will be mcasllrcd using eight clIrbon.fiIm 
detectors 01' I mllli-Kclvin sensitivity responding to frequencies from do to 100 Hz. 
In thc quantized sUI'1'ace wave experiment, suptHflllili films will be contained in polished nnullui chnn~ 
nels locntcd in sevcml sen led cxpel'imcnt chambers. Each chamber wlll hnve n dit'fenmt film thickness in the 
sutumtcu range from 1 to 10 pm. A film heute!' will be pluced in ench channel to gencTutc cup1llary wnves in 
the f'iltl1. The capillary wave willlllakc rcpented passes uround the rillS, giving t\ path length 01'2 1T1'111 whel'c 
r Is the radius of the path unci 11 is the llumbcl' of times the puis!.} circulates. The I'clutlvc thickness at' the film 
and the amplitude of the capillary wave will be monitored by a capacitor cnpnble of detecting ~lllllU chnng~s 
in thkkncss. Wave veloolt>' and damping will be determined by measllring titw' :lml umplituclc change of 
successive a rl'1\,(1 Is. Hcnter und sensor locution will be dlOsen so thnt clockwIse nml counter-clockwise tmvel-
ling waves do not nrrivt) nt the detector nt the snme tim\1. It is expected thut ut leust modCl'ntcly aeeurutu 
estimates of the velocHy and nttl.lnuntion or quantized sll1'fnce wnves in the cnpillnry regime from 1 to 100 
liz in the films from 0.1 to 1 pm thickncss wm be obtainec\. 
DUring rtight operutions, periods of low Ol'biter nctivity (10·" s) tlnd high nctivity (10-3 g) wUl be 
used 1'01' data collection. Physicnl chnracteristics of the experiment tire shown 111 Tuble XllI-l. 
TABLE XU· I. PHYSICAl .. CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 
Cryostat: 7S cm 'Din X 123 em 
Bxperimcnt Processor: 24 X 29 X 53 em (Pallet) 
VactiumPump: 30 X 30 X 4S em (Pallet) 
Total Mass: 250 kg 
Avemge Power: 93 W nt 28 Velc 
Total Energy: 14 kWh 
Datu: 20 kbps 
L-_______________________________ ,~ ..--___ ~ ____ ~ 
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List OF CO-INVESTIGATORS 
2SL·OJ ... VITAMIN D METABOLISM AND BONE DEMINERALIZATION 
Dr. Hect<>l' F. 'O·el:.l\s~!.tJ!1iversity or Wisconsin 
Dr. Emily Holton, Ames Rescnrdl Center 
2SL-02,· THE INTERACTION OF OXYGEN AND GRAVITY-INFLUENCED LIGNIFICATION 
D1'. H. William ScheId, University or Houston 
2SL·03 co.' AN EJECTABLE PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE 
Dr. Louis A, Frank, UnIversity of' Iowa 
Dr. Donuld A. GU1'l1ctt, University of Iowa 
Dr. Nicola 0' Angelo, University of lowu 
Dr. Nobie H. Stone, MUl'shll11 Space Flight Cente!' 
Dr. David L. Reasoner Marshall Space Flight Center 
Mr. Henry 13rintol1, Goddard Space Fllght Center 
MI'. Dwight Fortna, Gmldnl'd Space Flight Center 
2SL-04 - PLASMA DEPLETION EXPERIMENTS FOR IONOSPHERIC AND RADIO ASTRONOMICAL 
STUDIES 
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Dr. Michael D. Papagitmnis, Boston University 
Dr. R. A. Helliwell, St~lIlford University 
Dr. 1.,,1. Pongratz, University Qr California 
Dr. G. Smith, University of CuUfol'nia 
Dr. D. J. 13nker, Utah State University 
Dr. R. Hurris, Utah State University 
01'. D. Furley, Cornell University 
Dr. M. Kelley, Cornell Un.ivcrsity 
Dr. D. Anderson, NOAA 
Additional Team Members 
Dr. Jeffrey Forbes, Boston University 
Dr. John V. Evans, MIT Lincoln Laborutory 
Dr. Ron Wand, MIT Lincoln Laboratory 
Mr. John A. Klobuchnr j Ail' Force Geophysics Llboratory 
Capt. Edward Weber~ Air Force Geophysics Lttboratory 
Dr. Robert Bather, Boston College 
Prof. G. A. R. Ellis, University ofTasmaniu 
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2SL-05 - A SMALL, HELIUM·COOLED INFRARED TELESCOPE 
Dr. Wllliam F. Hoffmann, Universit)' of Arizona 
01'. Doughts E. Kleinmunn, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 
Dr. Frank J, Low, University of Arizona 
01', George H, Rieke, University of Arizona 
01', Wesley A, Tl'tIub, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 
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